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Development Plan

Features

- Code Scaling Development
- Code Scaling Integration
- UI Jupyter Notebook Scaling
- UI LaTeX approach
- Implement Machine Learning and Advanced Statistics
- Compare/Contrast Different Approaches on Data
- Advanced Visualization

Sprint 5: 01/04/22 - 01/18/22 - W1 - W3
- Code Scaling Development
- Recommended Advanced Visualization
- UI Latex approach
- Advanced Statistics/Machine Learning Research
- Clustering Methods Research

Sprint 6: 01/18/22 - 02/01/22 - W3 - W5
- Code Scaling Integration
- Comparing Two Different Clustering Methods

Sprint 7: 02/01/22 - 02/15/22 - W5 - W7
- Development on methods
- Comparing and Contrasting the different statistical methods

**Sprint 8: 02/15/22 - 03/01/22 - W7 - W9**

- Comparisons of Methods explained
- Finalizing Development
- Poster Board
- Dress Rehearsals